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Application:

Apply tape directly over joint, pressing tape firmly so it adheres to surface evenly. Make
sure the center of the tape is as even as possible. Be sure drywall surface is dry and
clean. A minimum temperature of 55° F (13° C) is recommended for application surface,
joint compound, and tape. Cut tape with drywall knife. Set the tape with your trowel.
Starting halfway down the joint hold the knife at about 25° angle and press the tape firmly
down. If tape starts to buckle simply flatten it out with your hand. Avoid overlapping at
intersections. Cover tape with a layer of setting-type joint compound using a drywall knife
or trowel. Smooth to finish. Failure to fill the joint and cover tape completely may result in
cracking. Make sure the first coat is absolutely dry. Lightly sand over joint compound.
Apply a second layer of setting-type compound to all joints approximately 2” past the last
coat. Let compound dry and lightly sand as required.

Description:

•Very strong self-adhesive•Will not be affected by mold•Sticks well in cold weather•Fire
resistant•Will not absorb moisture•Will not tear or shrinkIn addition to seaming drywall
joints, use self-adhesive drywall mesh tape to reinforce or repair wall cracks, plasterobard
cracks, and cement board. Save considerable time and eliminate one step of mudding
when combining the self-adhesive mesh tape with a setting compound. The mesh tape’s
open weave construction will allow moisture to evaporate evenly and much more quickly
without the worry of bubbles and blistering when compared to paper tapes.

Directions:

Finishing the drywall gets the drywall ready to be primed and painted. In order to paint a
beautifuil coat over your drywall, you’ll want to prime it first. Make sure all surfaces are
thoroughly dry, dust-free and flat before finishing. Skim coating fills imperfections in joint
work an dprovides a uniform surface for priming and painting. Skim coat if needed. Apply
a prime coat or quality interior latex flat wall paint to drywall surface. Allow to dry before
painting. texturing or wallpapering.
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NOTICE:
TRADEMARKS:
The following trademark used herein is owned by John
Wagner Associates, Inc.: GRABBER

We shall not be liable for incidental and consequential
damages, directly or indirectly sustained, nor for any loss
caused by application of these goods not in accordance
with current printed instruction or for other than the
intended use. Our Liability is expressly limited to
replacement of defective goods. Any claim shall be
deemed waived unless made in writing to us within thirty
(30) days of the date it was or reasonably should have
been discovered.
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